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LAS VEGAS OPTIC

VEATHEK FOfVCAST
Snow

and
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Colder Tonight
and Friday
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10.

SAYS

STEEL SUIT IS
RIGHT

SO
ier cent. According to my
view, therefore, and unless which I
do not believe possible these
fig'

ures can be successfully challenged,
the acquisition of the Tennessee Coal
and Iron company's ores in no way
changed the situation as regards
naking the steel corporation a monopoly,

The showing as to the percentage
of reduction of all kinds of steel inBRINGS
BEFORE THE PEOPLE gots ami- - steel
castings in the United
NEED FOR REDUCING TO OR
tSates by the steel corporation and
DER CHAOTIC CONDITIONS
by all other manufacturers
respec
tively makes an even stronger casd.
It makes the case even stronger than
FAVORS GOVERNMENT CONTROL I put it in my testimony before the
investigating committee, for I was
BUT SAYS THE COURTS SHOULD scrupulously careful to make statements that erred, if at. all, against
BE RELIEVED OF THE
my own position

AN ADMINISTRATIVE

BUREAU

BELIEVES
OF THIS KIND COULD
MUCH GOOD

BODY
DO

RUSSIA HAS A FAMINE.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 16. Eight mil
lion persona are in need of immediate
relief, owing to the failure of the
crops in 20 Russian provinces. This
startling announcement was made in
the duma last" evening by Premier
Kokovzoff in reply to interpolations
concerning: reports that famine threatened a wide area.
The necessary
measures would require, the premier
said, the expenditure of $60,(100,000. of
which amount the imperial exenequer
wou,d nave to nnd $44,000,000. Half
oI tne total was necessary at once to
defray the cost of supplies already

New York, Nov. 16. Recent litigation and legislation to regulate the
trusts is discussed and a remedy to
mend the present situation is sug
gested by Theodore Roosevelt in an
editorial entitled "Tjhe Trusts, the
People and the Square Deal," publish
ed today in the Outlook.
despatched,
"The suit against the steel trust
FOUR MEN KILLED.
Mr. Roosevelt
by the government,"
Auburn, N. Y., Nov. 16 Four men,
begins, "has brought vividly before
our people the needs of reducing to one engineer and oiler and two deck
order our chaotic government policy hands employed on construction work
on the Seneca river section of the
as regards business."
He concludes with this recommen Barge Canal, were scalded to death
today in the explosion or a uoiler.
datlon :
"The national government exercis
es control over interstate commerce YOUNG CLERK VICTIM
railways and it can, in similar fashion, through an apporpriate governOF THE BLACK HAND
mental body, exercise control over all
industrial organization engaged in interstate commerce.
This control FAILED TO PAY OVER MONEY AS
should not. be exercised by the courts
DIRECTED AND WAS KNOCKED
.but by an administrative bureau or
UNCONSCIOUS IN STREET.
board, such as the bureau of corporations, or the interstate commerce comPine Bluff, Wyo., Nov. 16. This
mission: for the courts cannot, with town is greatly mystified and excite
perform over a "black hand" campaign, which
advantage,
permanently
func- culminated early today in an assault
executive and administrative
on Irwin Mosher, clerk for a lumbor
tions.'
Two months ago, Mosher
Before taking up his general theme company.
Mr. Roosevelt pauses to deny that received a letter threatening blackthe representatives of the steel cor- mail. It was signed "Mack Hand," alporation misled htm while he was though Italians are not suspected in
piesddent. Referring to the suit the case. Ten days ago he received
a second letter repeating the threats.
a.gainst the steel trust, he says:
"One of the grounds for the suit Both missives were generally believed
to be the work of practical jokers.
is the acquisition by the steel corpoIn the darkness early this morning
ration of the Tennessee Coal and Iron
two men waylaid Mosher and beat
on
been
alleged,
company, and it has
him to unconsciousness. On his peiv
the authority of the government off- son
he carried the second of the
on
the suit,
icials engaged in carrying
"black hand" letters. This his asI
transaction
this
as
that
regards
sailants took, although he had on his
was misled by the representatives of
person money, jewelry and valuable
the
and
that
the steel corporation
which were not molested.
papers,
facts were not accurately or truthful
statement
me.
This
ly laid before
Is not correct. I believed at the time HOLDS UP "FLY BOB"
that the facts in the case were as
represented to me on behalf of the
AND STEALS HIS GUN
steel corporation and my further
me
that
convinced
knowledge has
this was true.
E. M. HOFFMAN BEATS UP ALBU"I believed at the time that the
QUERQUE SWITCHMAN ; CAPrepresentative of the steel corporaTURED AT CHAPELLE
tion told me the truth as to the
E. M. Hoffman was arrested this
change that would be worked in the
percentage of the business which the morning by Special Santa Fe Officer
on the
proposed acquisition would give the G. M. Crow at Ohapelle
steel corporation and further inquiry charge of highway robbery and for
has convinced me that the company assaulting a Santa Fe switchman at
did no. I was not misled. The
Albuquerque. Crow brought Hoffman
of the steel corporation to Las Vegas this noon on
freight
told me the truth as to what the ef- train No. 36 and took the man to the
fect of the action at that time would Duke City on train No.
to face
be, and any statement that I was mis- the charges against him.
Hoffman.
led or that the representatives of the it is said, went on a tear last night,
steel corporation did not thus tell beat up the switchman in the yards
me the truth as to the facts of the at Albuquerque, and proceeded to
case is itself not in accordance with hold up one of the special officers
the truth.
in the yards and relieve him of his
"It has been alleged that the pur- gun.
chase by the steel corporation of the
Hoffman was at one time a switchproperty tof the Tennessee Coal and man in the yards at La Junta. He
Iron company gave the steel corpo- said he had never turned In his
ration practically a monoply of the switch key. He Is said to have un
southern iron ores that is of the locked one of the switches, stole the
iron ores south of the Potomac and switch light and flagged a fast freight
the Ohio. My information, which 1 that was northward bound from Alhave every reason to believe is ac- - buquerque. Word of the deed trav- curate and not successfully to beleled to Chapelle, where Officer Crow
challenged, is that of these southern arrested Hoffman riding peacefully
ores. The steel corporation has, in the engine cab. Handcuffs were
including me property gaineu 110m placed on him and the train came on
the Tennessee Coal and Iron com- in to Las Vegas. Officer B. R. Wells
pany, less than 20 per cent, perhaps says that Hoffman is a notorious car
not over 16 per cent, a very much thief and but a short time ago served
samller percentage than the per cent a term of six months ih Raton for
age it holds of the Lake Superior car robbing. Besides the spree of last
ores, which even .after the surren- night, Hoffman has a number of othder of the Hill lease will be slightly er charges to face. It is alleged.
1

While You Watch The
Clock
The Bobs
Watches You
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the entire southern half of fo Kien
province has gone over to ihe revolutionists and there are disorders in the
interior. At Chang Chow rival factions are fighting fo the control or
the local government.
A
Foo Chow reports that the provisional government there is making
strenuous efforts to restore order;
people who had fled are returning to
the city and shops are being opened.
BUT DECISION CANNOT COME BE- ATTENDED CHURCH
LA8T SUN-DA- NEW PREMIER IS READY TO TAKE
Hlng Hwa, a coast city about 50 SHADY BEND, KAN., MEN CHOOSE
FORE TOMORROW BECAUSE
BUT FORGOT
miles south of Foo Chow, has accent
WHAT
OVER HIS NEW DUTIES IMTO DO SO THAN RUN RISK OF
ed the new government
OF JUDGE'S RULING.
PREACHER SAID
MEDIATELY.
quietly and
BEING CONVICTED
many of the old officials remain t
their posts.
GOVERNMENT PUTS UP FIGHT DARROW
In this city the radical element 13
CHALLENGES
HIM MANCHUS ARE NOT BARRED
THREE MEN PREFER A TRIAL
organizing the republican government
The moderates who wished to declare
ATTORNEYS ARE MAKING EVERY BUT COURT DISALLOWS
CHAL SEVERAL
MEMBERS
OF
THIS Amoy
independent without commit- EVIDENCE OF A BARBER
WHO
LENGE
MAN
AS
REMEMBERS
EFFORT TO BRING TRUST
RACE BUT NO NOBLES ARE
ting it to the revolution cause, are
TOOK PART IN OUTRAGE EXDETAILS OF HIS WORK
CASES TO EARLY TRIAL.
fcot being consulted.
IN PORTFOLIO.
PECTED TO BE SUFFICIENT

PACKERS DEMAND TALESMAN

COULD YUAN ANNOUNCES

HABEAS CORPUS

NOT REMEMBER

CABINET FOR

WRITS

TEXT

CHINA

THE PACKERS WELL DEFENDED HE IS DISQUALIFIED

AT LAST PEKING

IS TO BE ATTACKED

PLEAD GUILTY TO
TARRING
GIRL

A ROW IN" SIGHT.

Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 16.
Notice was COUNTY ATTORNEY SUPRISED
given the California delegation
today
THEIR COUNSEL ARE ENGAGED UPON THE PLEA OF BIAS JUDGE ARMY IS MARCHING UPON THE on the floor of the American Federation of Labor convention that it in YESTERDAY
THE
DEFENDANTS
BORDWELL ALLOWS THE VE- IN SPARRING FOR TIME AND
ANCIENT. CAPITAL AND MUCH
tended
to present its resolution ap
WERE
FIGHTING
FOR A
MAY OBTAIN DELAY.
iNlKfcMAN TO BE EXCUSED
V
TROUBLE EXPECTED.
propriating $50,000 for the defense
CHANGE OF VENUE
of the Mc;.maras, even in the event
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 16. With
Chicago, Nov. 16. No decision in
Peking, Nov. 16. A cabinet, formed such action was not recommended by
Lincoln
Center, Kan., Nov. 16.
the appeal of eight indicted Chicago Clarence S. Darrow, chief of counsel by Premier Yuan Shi Kai, was an- the committee on president's
report.
Pleas of guilty suddenly announced
packers for writs of habeas corpus of the defense, demanding to know nounced in an imperial edict issued
in the circuit court hpre todav hv
can come before tomorrow as a result whether the court was being run ac today.
INTERVENTION
It includes a few Manchus
REFUSED.
three of the most prominent men acof Judge Kholsaat in the United cording to legal procedure, the Mc- - but no nobles. Some of the ablest
New York, Nov. 16. The
petition cused in
21 Nama murder
connection with the tarring
States circuit court granting
trial acquired a snap men of China are omitted, but under of the
tobacco
independent
.
,
.
.
hours' delay for counsel for tne pack- tcday which has not characterized tne circumstances, the ministry is u,ra8 rlur leave to intervene in the of Miss Mary Chamberlain, the Shady
ers to answer affidavits filed today the proceedings for some time. In considered satisfactory.
government's dissolution suit against Bend school teacher, carried state's
by the government attorneys,
The composition of the new consti the tobacco trust was denied today attorneys almost off their feet with
cidentally it became a question
in the meantime, arguments were whether a man who cannot remem tutional cabinet is as follows:
by the United States circuit court. surprise. These announced pleas of
This indicates that the case
guilty:
presented by attorneys for the govern ber the text of last Sunday's sermon
Premier Yuan Shi Kai.
probably
ment arguing that writs issued No is qualified for jury service.
Everett G. Clark, Shady Bend, milBoard of Foreign Affairs Liang will go at once to the United State
vember 14 be quashed and the gov
ler; Watson Scranton, Shady Bend,
Talesman J. A. Ross, 53 years old, Tun Yen, president; Hu Wei To, vice supreme court
ernment allowed to proceed with its was the storm center of the
farmer; Jay Fitzwater, Shady Bend,
proceed president.
farmer.
trial, set for the next day, on in ings, which at times, brought Dar
Board of Finance Yen Shi Si, pres
dictments charging violations of the row's voice to a shout of anger and
Judge Grover reserved sentence.
ident; Chen Chin Tao, vice president. ANNUAL THANKSGIVING
t
law.
Sherman
When
court was called County At
Communications
Board
from
0
the
brought repeated captions
Yang
In any event, it is not believed the court.
torney McCanless presented a volumRoss, under questions design Shih' Chi, president; Liang Ju Hao,
SERVICES TO BE HELB inous list of affidavits from citiaens
trials of the packers will begin Mon ed to show his incapacity, said he vice president.
In case Judge Kohnsaat sus- was of poor
of Lincoln county to show that the
day.
Board of War Nang Shih Cheng,
hearing and worse mem
tains the government's contention ory.
.
in the
vice.presi-dentTien
Wen
Tleh,
REV. W. R. QUIGGIN TO PREACH cases could be tried fairly
president;
that the packers' petition was not in
county.
'Were you in church last Sunday?"
THE
SERMON IN THE FIRST
'We will announce to the court
good faith, and quashes the writ, the asked Darrow.
Board of Justice Shen Chi Pen,
BAPTI8T CHURCH
indicted men have annouced that they
that We have decided to withdraw
"Yes."
president; Liang Chi Chiao, vice presi
our application for a change of ve
will appeal to the supreme court and
dent.
"What was the sermon about?"
Under the direction of Rev. W. U.
thus obtain a ruling on the constitu
nue,' declared C. C. Milliken. of coun
Board of Agriculture and Commerce Qulggln.
"I can't remember exactly."
pastor of the First Chrls- - sel for tie defense. A
tionality of the criminal sections of
"Do you remember anything that
gasp of sur
Chang Chlen, president; Hsl Yen, tion church of Las
Vegas, arrange
the Sherman law. This, according to was said?"
,
vice president.
ments for a special Thanksgiving rer prise broke from the audience which
numiM)l will have the effect of pre
bad packed the court room since
Boara of the Navj- - Afliniral Sah vice in which
No.
many of the ministers
venting trial on the indiefcaent until
Tan
Hsueh
morning. State's attorneys stood
'You haven't had much education, Chen Ping, president;
of the Meadow City will take part are
after the ruling. Should Judge Kohl- - have
vice
Heng,
president
you?"
being made. It Is planned to hold
saat sustain the packers' pleas and
When the formal pleas of guilty had
Board of Instruction
Tang Chlng the serviee In the First
"No."
Baptist been
will
the.
grant the writs,
vice
'government
To,
announced, one of them by
presi
Yang
Chung,
president;
"You
understand
church at 10:30 o'clock on Thanksdon't
large
whose case those of the
appeal to the supreme court.
Clark,
upon
ident.
words "
An
elaborate
giving morning.
music
men
other
accused of connecof
Colonies
Sasho,
presi
eight
Board
"No."
al program will play a prominent part
AMERICAN SHIP TO CHINA.
in the ceremonies and an unusually tion with the tarring, were expected
Darrow turned to Assistant District dent; Yung Hsum, vice presiaeni.
to hinge, and Judge Grover had re
Vallejo, Cal., Nov. 16. The cruiser
Board of Interior Chao Ping Chun, interesting service has been
Horton.
arrang served
Cincinnati, Commander Samuel S. Attorney
vice
sentence, the court said:
Wu
Chen,
president
president;
ed.
showThe
of
choir
"Do you want any further
the Baptist church
30,- Robinson, left Marejtsland navy yard
consular
to
reports,
is
"It
necessary that I reserve sen
According
will render the musical part of the
he asked.
today for China. The Cincinnati was ing?"
as I have heard no testi
000 imperial troops at riang enow service and Dr.
tence,
for,
"There hasn't been any showing
Qulggln will deliver
under orders to relieve the New Orrebels and defeated the sermon. Rev. Norman
the
in
this
have
case, I really do not
mony
joined
Skinner
Horton.
retorted
and Chlng of
leans, but it is understood now that yet,"
from
nature
of the offense, acknow
Nanking
the
troops
loyal
the Presbyterian church, Rev. C
"I'll keep on," said Darrow, and
the New Orleans will remain at the
The combined
I will wait until after the
at
King.
Chlng
cordingly
Kiang
Adof
the
remember
Seventh
the
MoReynolds
Day
Asiatic station until the Chinese sit- found that Ross could
forces are now marching on Nanking,
Rev. Mr. Green, other cases have been heard."
uation clears. The Cincinnati will call name of no speakers at any meetings where a battle with the Manchu army ventist church and
There was not a momen't delay in
who is taking the place of Rev. O. P.
at Cavite to deliver stores, including he had attended for months.
is impending.
the
Miles
in
of
the
or
proceedings. The first surprise
months
the
for
weeks
"If
pulpit
Baptisr
you sat
wireless apparatus for the Philippines.
General Li Yuen Heng has notified church
at the pleas of guilty over, Sherrill
absence
the
latter's
and heard peope talk could you reduring
the foreign consuls at Hankow that from this
member what they said?" asked
city, will assist in the ser Clark, a merchant of Shady Bend, A.
UNION PACIFIC SURPLUS.
the republican states have elected vice of the
Harrow
Further announce N. Sims, a former employe in Everday.
finally.
New York, Nov. 16. The fourteenth
in the central governrepresentatives
ments regarding the program will be ett. Clark's mil, and John Schmidt, a
"No," said Ross.
annual report of the Union Pacific
ment, which is being established at made at a later date.
farmer, immediately were placed on
Harrow.
said
him,'
"We
challenge
railroad company for the fiscal year
Wu Chang, and asks recognition of
trial charged with "assault and batTo Judge Bordwell, Ross described
ended June 30 last, issued today, gives
the federated states. General Li Is
there being no provision unfor
work
tery,"
his
total revenue for operation at. $88,983,.' with some minuteness
the commander of the rebel rorces.
the
Kansas law for a charge of
der
disalFOREIGNERS
LEAVING
the
Judge
and
the
of
a
decrease
107,
past year
$1,244,984 compared
The legations here believe that the
Talesmen from the regu"tarring."
Darrow began
with the previous year. Total income lowed the challenge.
been
has
situation in north China
lar
were called in at
venire
jury
and
instances
Judge
other
derived other than from transporta- citing
TORREON IN HASTE once. There seemed, however, small
improved in the last day or two but
tion operation amounted to $18,396,571, Bordwell remarked that each case await further developments Defore
hope of getting a jury without a spea decrease of $1,115,480.
The com- stood by itself.
forming an opinion on the whole sitcial venire.
which
rules
no
by
are
was
"Then
there
total
reduced
pany's
by
surplus
STRIKE
THERE HAS REACHED
uation.
is
that
on
ithis
Four men now stand guilty by their
coast,
we are governed
$5,485,379 to $14,334,445.
TREMENDOUS
PROPORTIONS
own
confession of a part in the tarit?" demanded Darrow.
To Attack Peking.
AND THERE IS DANGER
of the young school
teacher.
There was a moment's pause.
on
ring
16.
Attack
Nov.
San Francisco,
SAYS DELEGATES AHE
The first was Edward Ricord, the
"The question is improper and the Peking in the immediate future Is
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 16. Fifty-fou- r
court declines to answer it," said
barber, and hired decoy, who pleaded
by the revolutionists, acfinfrom Torreon, Mexico, who guilty yesterday, and also remains to
Darrow
refugees
Bordwell
quietly.
received
to
Judge
cable
a
dispatch
DY
CONTROLLED
cording
TRUST
ally challenged Ross for bias and today by the Chinese Free Press of arrived here today say all foreigners be sentenced..
will get out of Torreon today or toallowed.
was
this challenge
Chester Anderson and DeJbert Kin- this city. The dispatch came from
morrow as they are under continual
F. Ives, an unHerbert
Talesman
revolu
the
STARTLING
MADE
delparger, laborers of- Beverly, who
STATEMENT
Hong King and said that
menace there despite the retention were sentenced in a
Ross and was
dertaker, followed
BEFORE
justice court to
tionary government in Quong Tung
Darof the garrison.
bias
Eight thousand 90 days' imprisoment each, are to he
Attorney
for
by
challenged
CONGRESS.
province had received from General
row after he had said he believed the Li Yuen Hueng orders to send rein--' strikers are in Torreon and their tried on appeal. Five men, Harry
McNamara brothers guilty and could forcements to Wu Chang, there to number is augmented hourly from Armstrong, Fenton Hall, Alfa Linder-mutKansas City, Nov. 16. "This
Commercial congress is not give a fair trial. The challenge concentrate In preparation for the at surrounding camps.
Benjamin Painter and Roscoe
controlled by lobbyists representing was resisted by the state but allowed tack on Peking. Upon receipt of the
Anderson, laborers of Beverly, have
It is presumed that the situation already paid fines of $1 each for
the robber express companies, the by the court. P. J. O'Connor, the order the assembly met and decided
took the to send Brigadier General Jung Juan in Torreon as described by persons their connection with
sixth
venire,
man
last
the
of
and
trust
the
and
this
railroads,
the case. They
sugar
condiQua! and a brigade of troops to Wu arriving in El Paso, refers to
witnessed the "tarring" from behind
has been demonstrated repeatedly by stand.
tions in the Mexican city 24 hours or a hedge, and were convicted and fined
the congress' action," was the startChang.
APPEAL
NOT
more ago. Direct dispatches from to
WILL
GOVERNMENT
ling statement made from the platprevent them from refusing to tes
Torreon indicate the situation is less tify
16.
The
governAwait
Orders.
Nov.
conat
form
Troops
today's session of the
Washington,
against friends.
Washington, Nov. 16. Not a soldier menacing to foreigners.
gress by George J. Kindel, of Denver. ment will not appeal from the decision
will leave the Philippines for China
Mr. TCIndel'a statement
ua
of the United States circuit court
Outlook la Improved
on orders
from President
an angrv retort ,0 m interruptlon
FOWLER HAS MISHAP
which approved the plan except Such
at
New
York
16. The
Nov.
Mexico,
not
Torreon,
been
orders
Taft.
have
a deiegate. The Denver an was
yet
El
Paso, Tex., Nov. 16. When
Amerithe
of
dissolution proposed by
given and It is said that before act- strike outlook was improved today.
Uvering an addre8S advocatlng
Aviator
Fowler attempted to resume
who
While
the
in
leaders
the
The
armovement,
can
Tobacco company.
ing the president is awaiting the
parcels post, in which he blamed the
express companies for the annual government may ask the supreme rival In Washington late today of Sec- have involved several thousand men his coast to coast. light here today
postofflce deficit and said that If the court to review the decision at any retary of War Stimson and Major and brought business almost to a his machine collided with the branGeneral Leonard Wood, chief of staff, standstill, are conferring with the ches of a tree. The aviator was not
laws against these express companies
time within a year, it was learned to- who are
were enforced and a general parcels
managers of the industrial plants
returning from the west
but the machine was damaged.
General Wicker-ahawith a view to adjusting the diffl hurt
post established the postoUce depart- day that Attorney
so
at
not
Fowler
to
do
was
postponed his flight for
planning
ment would be insured against annual
Revolutionists Gaining.
culty. It is probable the smelters
deficit.
will
not.
Nov.
16.
resume
and
under
will
this time
Amoy, China,
guards.
probably
operations
Practically
anti-trus-

(

w-l-

open-mouthe-

-

-

TRANS-MISSISSIP-

Trans-Mississip-

de-iro-

h,

TWO

FRIDAY,

CHICAGO PACKERS

the indictment was refused and a
few weeks later Judge Carpenter set
the cases for trial.
United States Senator W. S. Ken-yoof Iowa, who had charge of the
"beef trust" Investigation In Its
earliest stages, is expected to have a
part in the coming trials. Since his
election to a seat in congress he has
made it known that his activities in
the prosecution would not cease and
that he would act as counsel without
n
pay. District Attorney James H.
will head the prosecutors, with
Elwood O. Goodman, his first assistThe
ant, as second in command.
other government lawyers will include Pierce Butler, James N. Sheean
and Barton Corneau.
The packers who are defendants in
the prosecution are Louis P. Swift,
president of Swift & Co.; Edward F.
Swift, vice president of Swift ft Co.;
Charles H. Swift, director of Swift &
Co.; Edward TUden, president of the
National Packing company; j. Ogden
Armour, president of Armour ft Co.;
Arthur Meeker, general manager of
Armour & Co.; Edward Morris, president of Morris & Co.; Francis A.
Fowler, director of Swift & Co.;
Thomas J. Connors, superintendent of
Armour & Co., and Louis H. Heyman,
manager of Morris & Co. If convicted
the defendants can be fined $5,000 or
Imprisoned for one year under each
of the Beven counts contained in the
three indictments pending against
them.
n

ARE

PLACED

ON TRIAL
CHARGED WITH UNREASONABLE
CONSPIRACY
TO RE8TRAIN
MEAT INDUSTRY.

,
Chronology of Federal Probe of

Packer.
July 1 Sixteen packers
and four companies indicted.
1906, March 1 Judge Humph- famous
rey's
"Immunity
bath" ruling, freeing packers.
1908
Investigation begun by
grand Jury and soon discoatinued.
1909
Second Investigation be- gun.
1910,
March 21 Indictments
returned
against National
Packing company and ten
subsidiary concerns.
Sept. 12 Ten more packers
indicted.
1911, March 23 Immunity bath
refused and indictments held
valid.
May 13 Demurrer to Indict- ments overruled and Sher- man anti-trulaw held valid
as a criminal statute.
Nov. 20 Cases to be called
for trial in the United States
1903,

st

district court at

Wll-kerso-

YOUR DRUGGIST

STOPS THAT ITCH
If you are suffering from Eczema,
Psoriasis or any other kind of skin
trouble, drop into my store for instant relief. I will guarantee you to
stop that itching In two seconds.
A 25c trial bottle will prove it.
I have sold other remedies for
skin troubles, but none that I ould
recommend more highly than the well
known compound of Oil of Winter-green- ,
Thymol and a few other ingredients that have wrought such wonderful cures all over the countrv
This compound is known as 1). D.
D.
Prescription, will cool and heal
the itchy, burning skin as nothing
else can. Get a regular 'jottlo ami
see on my
offer.
K. D. Goodall, East Las Vegas, N-

Chicago.

Chicago, Nov. 16. Chicago packers,
under indictment for alleged violation of the criminal provisions of the
Sherman
act in the alleged maintenance of an "unreason-- '
able" conspiracy to restrain the meat
industry of the country, will be placed
on trial before Judge George A. Carpenter in the United States district
court in this city next Friday. A
special venire of 150 men has been
ordered to report on that day and it
is expected the trial will proceed without further delay.
Prosecutors for the department of
Justice and the great corps of attor- Mex.
neys for the defense are planning the
TO SAVE THE BABIES
greatest legal battle ever waged In a
federal court. It is estimated that
Chicago, Nov. 16. The American
the trial will take at least three association for the Study and Prevenmonths.
tion of Infant Mortality, which was
Prom the standpoint of the depart- organized several years ago at a
ment of justice the case will break meeting in New Haven, assembled at
all records in volume of testimony. the Hotel La Salle in this city today
Alrady several hundred witnesses and began what promises to be the
have been subpoenaed. The majority most notable and profitable meeting
of the witnesses to be called are
in its history. Before an adjournment
and wholesale meat dealers, for- is reached nest Saturday it is expect
mer officials of Chicago packing com- ed plans will have been completed
panies and out of town packers. Many for a nation-widcampaign to save
already have given evidence before the lives of the babies.
the federal grand jury which returned
FOR DYSPEPSIA
the true bills.
Eight years have elapsed since the
government first started proceedings You Risk No Money If You Try This
Remedy.
against the alleged "'beef trust." It
was in 1903 that the first indictments
We want every one troubled with
were returned and in December of indigestion and dyspepsia to come to
that year the cases were called for our store and obtain a box of Rexall
trial and postponed. Delay followed Dyspepsia Tablets. They contain
and Pepsin carefully
delay until, in 1906, Judge Humphrey
made his famous "immunity bath" combined so as to develop their great
ruling, freeing the packers.from prose- est power to overcome digestive dis
cution under the indictments. Two turbance.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are very
years later another investigation was
started and soon discontinued. The pleasant to take. They tend to soothe
the irritable,
weak stomach, to
following, year the federal investigators again became active and in the strengthen and invigorate the digest
ive organs, to relieve nausea and indi"
spring of 1910' indictments
turned against the National Packing-compan- y gestion, thus promoting nutrition and
and ten subsidiary concerns bringing about a feeling of comfort.
If you give Rexall Dyspepsia Taband a bill in equity filed asking that
the National Packing company be dis- lets a reasonable trial we will return
solved. Thenceforth the
if you are not satisfied
machinery your money
of the law moved with
Three sizes, 86
considerable with the result.
rapidity. Last May the packers' de- cents, 50 cents, and $1.00. Remember,
murrer to the Indictments was over- you can obtain Rexall Remedies only
ruled and the Sherman antitrust law at our store The Rexall Store. E.
held valid as a criminal statute.
In G. Murphey.
June a rehearing on the demurrer to
ant-tfru-

no-pa- y

re-ta- ll

e

JOHN

B. HENDERSON
Washington, Nov. 16.

and other ills, due to an inactive condition of the Liver, Stomach and Bowel,
may be obtained most pleasantly and
most promptly by using Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna. It is not a new
and untried remedy, but is used by
millions of

families through-

out the world to cleanse and sweeten
and strengthen the system whenever a
laxative remedy is needed.
When buying note the full name
of the Company California Fig Syrup
Co., printed on every package of the

price SO per bot one size only.
For sale by all leading druggists.
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PERIDOTS

Egyptian Luck Stone Discovered
Large Quantities Near Where
Cleopatra's Needle Stood.

FOR

SMALL

1911.

16,

FLATS

Contrivance Designed by New York
Man la Collapsible and Takes
up Little Room.

A deposit of peridots has recently
been discovered In Alexandria within a stone's throw of where the Cleopatra's needle, now In Central park.
New York, once stood.
These stones, which are amber in
color, for many years have been found
in large quantities. in Upper Egypt,
but never before In this section of the
country. The finder hfs secured a
concession to work the ground, and
has uncovered several thousand of
these stones, at a depth not greater
than ten feet. It Is believed that the
peridots were buried in the foundations of houses of the ancient Egyptians and in tombs as an omen of

For use on gas and oil stoves the
collapsible roaster designed by a New
York man and shown here will be
found a great convenience. Not only
will it toast four pieces of bread at a
time and in such a way that you can
see the operation and prevent the
bread from burning, but when not In
use It can be folded up Into small compass and take up little room. A square
metal plate has perforations in the
center and two wires hinged along
each side. These wires are bent al

OUR ANNUAL

THANKSGIVING SALE
November i5th to 30th
Desirable Models in Women's Suits and Dresses
at Attractive Prices
In the line you will
famous "Wooltex" make
$12.50 and 113.50 Tailored
$17.50 to $21.00 Tailored
$23.60 to $28.00 Tailored
$28.50 to $35.00 Tailored
$39.50 to $42.50 Tailored

luck.

The stones now found are estimated to have been burled for over
1,500 years. Their value Is not great
the price of the stone of the average
weight of three carats being one dollar. The discoverers of the Alexandria deposit have also secured a concession to work ground on the Islands
near Assab,
of Rahamah and Kad-Ain Red sea territory
belonging to
Italy. Some peridots have recently
been found there and it Is believed
the deposit is a large one never before mined. Consular Reports.

find the newest and best styles and qualities, many

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

for
for
for
for
for

$45.00 to $65.00 Evening Dresses for
to $35.00 Evening Dresses for
to $19.50 Velvet Dresses for
to $20.00 Silk Dresses for
to $35.00 Silk Dresses' for

$10.00
14.00
18.00
22.00
29.00

PUTS

CLOCK

Skirts, Including Voiles, Panans,
Serges, Mohairs and Fancy Mixtures is included in this stock reducing sale. At the following prices, separate skirts will be much
in demand. Make your selections
early while the assortment
is

After standing Out for Many Years
the Country Adopts Standard Time.
right angles at the top and fit into
ipenlngs in a small square metal cap
After standing out for many years, tiat holds them all together In an InFrance has adopted standard time. cited position, and also acts as a
The most the country would do was to reiiector for the heat. When the e
is rigged up It is plated over the
enact In 1891 that the whole of France
should use the time of the meridian Same and a piece of bread leaned up
of Paris, instead of western Euro- against each of the four sides. The
pean time, along with England, Spain, slanting position gives the heat a
chance to spread over the whole surPortugal, Belgium and Holland.
Paris time is 9 minutes 21 seconds face, and as each slice Is done on one
faster than standard time, and elab- side it is turned over to the other.
orate directions were followed out on
the night of March 10 to change the TO KEEP SAUSAGES FRESH
clocks to the new time. Trains on
the government lines were ordered to
Should Be Cooked, Put in Jars
lose 9 minutes 21 seconds somewhere, They
and Covered With Hot Dripso that if they arrived after midnight
ping or Lard.
they would not be ahead of time.
Still more revolutionary Is the reguTo
the keeping of sausages
lation that the train clock within the made insure
in
for use through the
station shall be the same as the one summer quantity
months, it is usual to resort
outside. Up to now trains were run to
smoking them in the manner of
five minutes later than the adverand bacon. In lieu of this methhams
tised time.
The public has been
cook them In any desirwarned to count-- upon this five min- od, however,
able way until nearly done, fill them
utes' leeway no longer.
stone
Into glass jars,
Jars or tin lard pails, packing them
quite closely, then cover them with
Cold Storage In Europe.
good
Many of the European cities are fol- hot dripping, lard, or any leavlowing the example of America as re grease, filling all interstices, and
gards cold storage plants. Paris is ing at least an Inch of clear dripping
one of the centers where such ques- to cover the top. If the cans will seal
tions are now being promoted, and the perfectly seal them the same as you
Refrigeration society is endeavoring to would any kind of canned or prebring such questions before engineers served fruit. It tin lard palls are
and manufacturers.
Not long since used fill level with the dripping, fix
there has been built V a large cold the cover closely and as. an extra prestorage plant in the suburbs of Paris caution paste a strip fit wfclte paper
and lying on the North railroad. It around the edge of the cover. The
Is designed to store home products sausages will keep thus for any length
which are to be exported as well as of time.
foreign products brought in by rail to
be consumed in the city. There are
Before Ironing Plaits.
now eleven cold storage chambers In
Many sheer dresses of this season
operation. A convenient system is the have inset panels of plaited goods,
use of an automobile wagon with freez- plaited at the top and stitched yoke
ing compartments which plies between depth, with the lower half falling in
the city and the storage house. It straight, unstitched plaits, inis iooks
carries the products to the sellers In very pretty and dressy, but those
town, and also takes back the unsold plaits will be very difficult to iron unproducts for storage. Scientific Amer- less they are first basted in at the hem
ican.
and caught down at Intervals all the
way up i he plait before the dress is
laundered. Unless you do this the
Primitive Law.
plaits will be stretched out of all semThe Old Timer looked up from his blance to their original shape and will
rickey, says the San Francisco Chron- never be ironed the same way twice.
"You think that After being ironed, and when perfecticle, and asked:
story on Bill Sims is a good one, eh?" ly dry, pull the bastings out carefully.
"Good or bad, it's true." "Well, so is Coliars and cuffs, or anything else
this," said the Old Timer, "and it hap that is plaited and to be laundered,
pened down in Texas by the Rio should be treated In
same way.
Grande. I used to live down that way
awhile, and in the village which I
English Delight.
graced with my presence a certain oid
Put through the meat chopper one
horse doctor was elected president of
f
pounds of beef. Season
the peace. What be didn't know about and
law was sufficient. He knew nothing; with salt, pepper and butter. Place
he should have made an ideal justice In the form of a loaf In a baking pan.
of the peace. His first case, however Over it spread the following dressing:
was that of a man arrested for st :' Bread crumbs r easoned with salt, pepper, sage, butter and mixed soft with
fng a horse. 'Guilty or not guilt
asked the justice. 'Not guilty.' at warm water or meat stock. Spread
an Inch or two thick over the meat
swered the prisoner.' 'Then what
and dot with butter. In one end of
deuce are you doing here?' deman ..
the justice of the peace. 'Get out!'" pan place onions which have previously been boiled and seasoned. Bake a
half hour, or until dressing la browned.

'

$5.00 Skirts
$7.60 Skirts
$8.50 Skirts
$9.00 Skirts
$13.50 Skirts
$15.00 Skirts

for
for
for
for
for
for

12.50
13.50

21.00

CHOICE

Our entire line of women's

BACK

$34.00
19.50

$32.50
$17.50
$17.50
$27.50

of our entire stock of

MILLINERY

good.

FRANCE

being of the

of the garments

Women's Separate Skirts

li

ONE THIRD OFF

$3.75
6.60

6.35

$5.00
$6.50
$7.50
$9.00

6.75
$10.15
$11.25

Hats
Hats
Hats
Hats

for
for
for

$3.65
4.35
5.00
6.00

for

de-ric-

CHOICE

Women s Silk Petticoats
Taffeta

of our entire stock of

Silk

made with
Petticoats, in black and colors,
good dust ruffle, marked $2.75, Special $2.00
Messaline Petticoats, made with deep pleated flounce, all colors and black, marked to sell at $3.00, Special
2.15
A good Taffeta Silk Petticoat in black or colors, made with
deep pleated flounce with plain bias band, deep dust ruffle, marked
$5.00, Special
3.90
$6.50 Taffeta Petticoats
$4.90
5.65
$7.50 Taffeta Petticoats
6.35
$8.50 Taffeta Petticoats

a deep pleated flounce,

MEN'S SUITS
worth from $18.00 to $25.00

$9.85
Victor

Rose nwaid

Talking

Block

wide-mouth-

te

one-hal-

He Smiled.

man alighted from a Brooklyn
avenue car at Thirty-firs- t
street, an i
helped a boy of seven or eight yea.
to alight. The child looked glum.
"Smile, child, smile," said the
evidently Its father.
The boy did not cheer up, however,
whereupon the father spoke again.
"Smile," he said. "Smile, or V
slap your head oft." Kansas Cltj
Times.

sixty-fiv-

"There is usually a
ference between a man
his singing voice."
"t should say so!
talk big are the very
to sing small."

There Is no reason why the trav
eler should go to excess just because
his baggage does.

ROASTER

NOVEMBER

THURSDAY,

In

John B
Henderson who, as a member of the
United States senate from Missouri
v. as the contemporary and adviser cf
President Lincoln, received the con
gratulations of a host of friends today
on he occasion of his eighty-fiftMr. Henderbirthday anniversary,
son was born in Virginia, but early
in his career went to Missouri and
for many years was prominent in the
public life of that state. He came
to the senate in 1862 and made a
place for himself In history by fram
ing the Thirteenth Amendment to the
consluition, which abolished slavery
In the United States for all time. For
many years he has resided' in Wash
ington, spending his retiring years in
"Henderson Castle" at the head of
Sixteenth street. At eighty-fiv- e
Mr
Henderson is as strong mentally and
physically as the average man of
h

10, 1911.

A

Might Answer.
"Got a notice from the

telepboa
company this morning promising bet
ter service the first of the month."
"Must have paid up."
"Nope; owe 'em for a year."
"Is that the system?"
"Appears to be. Notice said I WaM
one year in arrears for my phone
and if I didn't settle by the first c
the month I'd hear from it." Judge

Philippine Salad.
white onions,
green and sweet red peppers, also cucumbers, in very thin slices, add a
good French dressing and let the salad
stand for an hour at least on ice in
a cool place.
Garnish with crisp lettuce leaves before serving. This
makes a pretty dish If the different
vegetables used are laid in separate
circles alternately. The seeds of the
peppers must be carefully removed before they are sliced and the cucumbers
Cut tomatoes, large

peeled.
Small Vegetables Help.
s
To cook small vegetables in a
cooker let them boll a few minutes, then put them, with the water
they boil in, into Mason jars. Put
lid on tightly and set the jars In the
large cooker kettle, almost full of hot
water. Let It boll and pack as usual
in the cooker.
fire-les-

Difference in His Notes.

Fruit Jce.
fruit ice is easily made by rubbing a quart of fruit through a colander and adding a cupful of water as
The ones r. N sweet as honey. Mix with this the unones most op; beaten whites of three fresh eggs and
freeze, stirring constantly.

perceptible dif
s speaking anc

A

Machines

Bursum

REAL

Plaza

ZSTABLSHED 786&

STATUS

OF

ELECTION IS IN

27,346

Democratic majority
For Lieutenant Governor
DeBaca
Martinez
Democratic majority
For Secretary of State
Lucero
Romero

DOLIB T
BEWILDERING IS THE QUESTION:
"WHO IS ELECTED TODAY?"

TABULATED RETURNS
"How
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov.
old is Ann?" isn't as puzzling as the
question of the crowd that besieges
the central committee every morning asking: "Who is elected today?"
Revised returns received today were
rather unfavorable to the republicans.
In Socorro county they lost the mem
ber of the council, A. C. Abeytia by
140 votes, and cut down the majon-tieA report
on the state ticket.
from Valencia coUnty cut down the
republican plurarities. A report from
Union county had a discrepancy of
100 votes on the face of it in Its return for R. H. Hanna for supreme
court judge. Another report showed
that two precincts in Roosevelt county held no election at all. Frantic appeals to Sierra county brought cc
other reply than the total McDonald
and Bursum vote, and the rather indefinite statement
that the democratic state ticket carried that county
by 40. Torrance county finally sent
in a complete return except for Pal-m- a
precinct, which it was declared
went 17 to 30 for the republican statu
ticket. Thus all along the line, there
were lndefiniteness and gaps that had
to be filled by estimates. Even here
in Santa Fe county, the secret of the
vote in four precincts Is locked up in
four ballot boxes now in the vauii in
the office of Territorial Secretary
Jaffa. It is known that these precincts gave Bursum fifty majority
and the rest of the state ticket, in the
estimates, was therefore
given the
same majority, although it is likely
.
that it ran a few votes ahead of
In every instance of that kind,
the republican state ticket was given
the worst of It in the following tabulation which gives the total vote received by each candidate In the territory:
For Governor
16.

Democratic majority
For State Auditor
Delgado
Sargent
Republican majority
For tSate Treasurer
Marron
Mirabal
Democratic majority
For Attorney General
Clancy

28.702
28,01 2
69 J

23,670
28,012
658

Republican majority
For School Superintendent
White
Stroup
Democratic majority
For Land Commissioner
Ervien
Emerson
Republican majority
For Supreme Court Justices

Parker

IMMIGRANTS

28,22 COUNTY COLLECTOR ON TRIAL
Jersey City, N. J., Nov. 16. The
rase of County Collector Stephen M.
278 Egan, who is charged with high misdemeanor in lending county funds to
2S.908 the late Bob Davis, the democratic
.2i!,143 "boss" of Hudson county came up
for trial here today. Egan was
760
on 22 counts.
J Franklin Fort Is igf ding him.

1,297

When a man wants to assure himself that he is in it let him look at
the city directory.

2S574
28,413
161
28,727

SAID

SHE
WOULD

FAINT

28,389
338

28,686
.

DISTRIBUTE

28.660

29,2bS
2 (.961

McGlll

Roberts
Wright
Hanna
Dunn
Burkhart

2,976

TO

Washington, Nov. 16. How to divert the large tide of immigration into the various states so as to minimize the tendency of the newcomers
from foreign lands to settle in the
largest cities is the problem up for
discussion at a conference begun here
today by federal and state immigration officials. The south and the west
are particularly well represented at
the conference, which will continue
its sessions over tomorrow.

Mrs. Delia Long Unable
On Her Feet More Than
Minutes

to Stand
a Few

at a Time.

28,730

Pendergrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long,
of this place, in a recent letter, says:
"For five or six years, I suffered agonies with womanly troubles.
Often, I couldn't sit up more than a
28,462
few minutes at a time, and if I stood
For Corporation Commission
on my feet long, I would faint,
I took Cardui, and it helped me ImArmijo
28,485
mediately. Now, I can do my work all
Williams
29,102
the time, and don't suffer like I did."
Groves
29,048
Take Cardui when you feel ill in any
wen
28,952 way weak, tired, miserable, or under
the weather. Cardui is a strength-buildinMartinez
28,020
tonic medicine for women.
Van Stone
28,740
It has been found to relieve pain and
For Congress-Geo- rge
distress caused by womanly troubles,
and is an excellent medicine to have on
Curry
29,350
hand at all times.
Elfego Baca
28,322
Cardui acts on the womanly constiH. B. Fergusson
28,998 tution, building up womanly strength,
Paz Valverde
27,358 toning up the nerves, and regulating
the womanly organs.
Its half century of success is due to
merit. It has done good to thousands.
Will you try it? It may be Just what
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
you need. Ask your druggist about
'fake LAXATIVE
BROMO
Quinin
Cardui. He will recommend it
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
N. B. WriUto : Ladles' Advisory
Dept., Chatta-Bp- o
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
Medicine Co., Chattanoota, Tenn.,for Bpteiat
s'.s
Treatment
Jnrtruclwiii, and
.30,322 nature is on eacu box. 25c.
book, "Horn
lor Women, sent in
28,622
28,613
28,539

'

g

Pur-sum-

McDonald

.

plain wrapper, on request.
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and
destroyed by fire! Nickel
mon sense. I can get
pains in my sides and back, and was very nervous and excitable. I
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Pmkham's Vegetable Compound, and I am all right
write advertisements
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be a surprise to many people.
nnd circular
have come to know little dabs of ly conaucts in his laboratory.
He erate heat.
and stronger than before." Miss E. Williams, Lorimor, Iowa.
They would melt, of
again,
that get business. And I have a almost
works
our
for
conversation
During
secretly
weeks,
months
my
glaneverything and quite a lot
course, under extreme heat, but they
Is it not reasonable to suppose that a medicine that did
bandy habit of getting things done on about a few things.
This general and sometimes years, on problems are not combustible themselves. And ces strayed about his spacious libmuch for these girls will benefit any other
so
time.
knowledge is immensely valuable in before he takes the public into his a nickel book could be soaked with rary, and what especially arrested
girl who is
Not to trouble you with a detailed my work.
with the same troubles ?
my attention was a beautiful cabinet
confidence, and when he has made a water for an
suffering
indefinite period and af
account of my training, I will state
I am 24 years old and have
Does it not seem the only sensible thing to
never discovery he derives real pleasure ter a brief drying process would be standing in a corner. It is the kind
give such a
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from letting the world know about it.
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for
a
medicine
least a trial? You may be sure that it can do
at
containing
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phonograph
to
do
expect
as
as
new
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tions in small cities. I began as
its records. It was finished in white
newspaper work all my life and I I came to this conclusion the other
Metal books would have other ad
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manager, advertising man, book- have a notion that I shall be a
and gold and had the appearance of
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big
a
vantages.
volume.
Imagine
you much good.
single
keeper, proof reader, office boy and success when I have learned a few with him.
wood artistically painted.
containing forty thousand pages. It
For .JO years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
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inch thick, but Mr.
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my employers, as it Impels
paper leavedb ooks piece of furniture
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And Mr. Edison sard this in a per- or science or fiction or poethistory
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obligation to re- fectly commonplace way.
ry. Two hundred books in the presP'ess." city editor of the "aWptione tain my services a day.
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pear In a sketch in the vaudeville
nr.il have written editorials ror the
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I am a native of Vermont and have
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Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 16. CoUes
'"I'prooerat," a weekly newspaper
inherited my share of Green Moun- means that the material
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tain persistence, Xew England com- book that wipl lint the shelves of pages of nickel.
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pubtu
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Mr. Edison spoke of the conveni
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duced In. this country by John Cort and from several other states
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multiJinillionaire weddings, strikes, as a westerner. My ancestors lived
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earth Instead of from the forests size of nickel blocks. He said:
Can-iwith the title of "Jacinta."
Maude Adams' company.
oplltical campaigns, suicides, fires, on the frontiers and the call of the which adorn Its surface.
assembled In this city for the first
"A Bible of this metal could
will
have one of the lead Florida conference of charities and
Violet Dale Is to have a short en Raynolds
grsift investigations, women's club ac- blood is strong. I am at home with
Continuin gto dlscuaa the subject made the size of a matchbox ant? gagement in vaudeville.
ing parts.
correction.
The sessions begin totivities, etc. I have interviewed Eng- people who have not lost the pioneer
Continuing to discuss the subject, carried easily in the vest no.'ket.
Mabel Frenyear may appear
In
lish suffragiettes, actresses,
night and will continue until Satur
circus spirit and who forget nonessentials
Webster's standard or domestic
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French play
vaudeville In a one-ac- t
day. Included among the general
men, congressmen, governors, corpor- in tackling big things.
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recently elected twelfth parliament the child,
to be the best substitute for paper. be carried, with plenty of room to
in social serFrank Curzon of London is negof n trained newspaper man. When
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It is possible to produce a sheet of spare, in the coat pocket, if the vol- otiating for the English rights of took place today and was marked by vice, and health and its relation to
ceremonies of unusual brilliance. A social work.
ume had nickel leaves.
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of this metal one
Shepherd King."
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proHenry
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Denver, Nov. 16. The annual meet-- !
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As he 0ic. this Mr. Edison strolled
the new governor general entered the cornerstone of the woman's building
of dele-- drawn up asking congress to abolish over to
to
If
sheets
nickel
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today with an attendance
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one of the shelves and reopera by Lehar, which they will stage senate chamber
there was the boom- at Trinity University was laid today
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of guns from Nepean Point A with interesting exercises. Addressing
as for book pages, I asked Mr. Edl-si.section of the country. The. gather- - surfat e of the segregated coal and as- - thickness of
"The Pink Lady" is soon to be givabout two inches. He
ln? will cotr'nue throueh the
lands and lo distribute the trib-- I held the volume out to me
for the nlformation. To thli he en in London, with Frank Daniels in remarkably brilliant array of official es were delivered by Rev. J. Frank
saying:
and society folk filled the red cham- Smith of Dallas, judge William F.
;;1 funds.
m Hinder of the week.
the role of Donididier.
"If the leaves of this book were made leplied:
ber when the Duke of Connaught de- Ramsey of Austin, Rev. R. L. Irving,
"On account of the extreme thinIt is said that Raymond Hitch- livered
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the speech from the throne.
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s
it would only weigh about a pound." ness of the nickel sheets, I hardly cock's receipts for his
believe that they would serve well as
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I marveled at this assertion,
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it dawned upon me what this
cur newspapers
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would mean to the publishing busisize of newspapors, compared west some time after the
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RADICALISM JillT NKKDKI)
Sometimes those who are dissatiswith the many failures of the
criminal law to administer justice between man and man and between the
individual and society propose remedies that are too radical. There is
no necessity of tearing out all the
plumbing just because a leak needs
to be fixed and it is not necessary to
destroy the whole criminal system
and build from the foundation up.
The foundations are all right. Very
would eradicate
simple remedies
many complicated and pernicious
abuses. For instance, the California
i ontsitutional
amendment
recently
iiilopted
prohibiting
appellate
unless there is proved a palpable miscardiage of justice would
i c.move
the cause for much of the
which
sometimes
dissatisfaction,
amounts to disgust, on the part
of the public.
The absurd perversion of the jury
be rectified without
Hystem could
abolishing the system itself. An In
stitution often pxposea its weakness
in small matters and sometimes it
fails in large test. When it does
the latter it usually fails most signally and significantly in all. Such
is the case with the jury system,
founded on the most admirable
theories for the conservation of the
rights of the accused and the protection of the public, but in many
instances defeating its
conspicuous
own excellent purposes. As justice
,
is administered under the jury
at least in this country, it well
serves its purpose in the usual inn
of criminal and civil trials, and in
England, the source of the American
system, ii. appears to stand the assaults of most modern modifications.
But in America the many abuses,
which prove that the fault does not
lie at all in the system itself butouly
in those abuses, have given rise to
a profound conviction if justice
is
not to be Beriously interfered with.
This conviction is being voiced in
insistent, demands for modifications
that will eliminate the possibility of
fied

sys-ttm-

and' distortions of the
perversion
fundamental principles of the whole
Jury system.
In its inception the idea of an accused man being tried by a Jury of
his peers was the logical and inevitable remedy for the secret accusachance of aU
tion, trial without
quale defense, trial b" avowed enemies and often condemnation withThe idea
out any trial whatever.
was a splendid assertion of individualism.
The theory of the law was
that twelve of the neighbors or fellow townsmen of an accused person
would give a verdict that would accord with the facts In the case, and,
with
all the imperfections of any
human system, it was vastly bette:
than the irresponsible abrogation ot
the commonest rights. Upon this
foundation, that is itseit
great
grounded upon what seemed at the
lime a wry rock of justice, has been
erected a superstructure of administration into which many graft errors have crept. But neither the
foundation nor the superstructure
need be destroyed. Destroy the over
shadowing advantage which one ntar
has in a court of justice as'compared
with another who has the money to
hire cunning lawyers to delay, hamper and defeat justice through contentions and technicalities, and the
Men
CM
problem. will be solved.
still be tried by juries without
the
Insolent disregard of the rights of
he .poorer defendant
or litigant,
witbojit'irhe insolent disregard of the
rights of the peopjp In frittering
away their money in needless costs,
w
which
ithout;" any of the abuses
make the jury system and the whole
intolcriminal and civil procedure
erable at times. At all other times,
excepting for the matter of vexatious
delays, the law and the courts per
form for the most part their funccontions
admirably. Intelligent
structive remedy and not destruction
in the
guise of reform is what is

!

i

needed.

AN VltCMV OR LAWS
An overweening political ambition
and a conscience calloused to true
patriotic impulses are the common attributes of the "progressives" of all
parties. There is no essential difference between the demagogy of Bryan
and La Follette, of Stubbs and Folk,
of Wilson and Pinchot. All of these
are tarred with the same
stick and are equally disloyal to the
parties to which they claim allegiance.
Every "progressive" is; In his own
estimation, more important than his
party.
It has been many years since so
complicated a situation was presented
in this country as now confronts the
voters.
With half a dozen active
candidates for the presidency
campaigning on as many
platforms, the voter is invited to take
his choice. But in the last analysis
the political situation naturally di
vides itself on a single line. Of all
the candidates in the field there are
really just two classes.
There are those who are recklessly
advocating socialistic and disturbing
doctrines wi'h the idea of gaining the
To these ampopular support.
bitious ones it matters, not where
their recklessness will lead or what
blight of socialism may be fastened
upon the country.
They choose to
call themselves
"progressives" because they have discarded the wisdom of the fathers and espoused new
and strange doctrines, mostly experimental and fantastic. Then there is
the other class who, feeling the restraint of duty to their country, do
not make the flamboyant appeal to
popular prejudice which is sp conspicuous a part of the equipment of
self-seeke-

Indus-ttiousl-

the "progressives." These conservMY CORNS DON'T
atives are branded as "standpatters"
and "reactionaries" because they axe
HURT A BIT.
unwilling to accept the socialism that
is masquerading as progress.
They
believe in the preservation of the re- Tired, Ailing, Swollen, Smelly, Sweaty
eet, Corns, Callouses and Bunpublic.
They still honor the constiions, TIZ Cures Right Off.
to
are
tution and
bringing
opposed
the nation to wreck and ruin In order
to land them in office.
If, as is Insisted by optimists, the
people are right in their ultimate
judgment, then the tide will turn
stain to the support of the constitution. If the people want a government based upon the wise judgment
of its founders, then the I .a Follettes
and Cumminses and Stubbses will
meet with the defeat they deserve.
If the people are to be carried away
by the frenzy of popular discontent
and if they no longer cherish the best
traditions of the republic, then the
"progressives" will thrive until the
ruin is complete. The American citizen must now pause and ask himself
seriously whether he wants the reign
to your corns the verv
.Say good-by- e
of anarchy or the triumph of law.
rlrst time you use TIZ. You will nev- o
f!i know yon have a corn, bunion or
THE "WEAKNESS ' OF i'APT ' lous, or sweaty, tired, swollen.
filing feet any more. It's Just wonSenator Cummins of Iowa hates to derful the way the pain vanishes. Rub
he corn hammer It with your flat If
talk about himself, but
In case there is a deadlock between you wish no more pain after TIZ
Tatt and La Follette for the presi- 'has if there had never been a blemdential nomination on the republican ish on your feet. Doesn't that sound
ticket, Mr. Cummins will consent to good to you? Doesn't It? Then read
This gen. thli.
the nomination.
accept
'The corns on either of my toes
eious proposition come from Cumas large as the tablets you
mins himself and ought to set at v.sre
rest all rumors that the Iowa re- make to cure them. Today there Is
former does not want to be president. nc sign of corns on either foot and
GodThe fact that Cummins is trying to no soreness. It's an
C.
N.
A.
Sam
send.
Hoover,
Progress,
make Ia Follette a material factor
. ust
use TIZ. It's not like
in the next republican national conelse for the purpose you ever
vention in order to bring about such
a deadlock as he mentions has noth- heard of. It's the only foot remedy
made which acts on the princiing at all to do with Cummins' political ambition. Not at all. Such pal of drawing out all the poisona presumption is cruel, and unjust to ous exudations which cause sore
the known patriotism and lofty po leet. Powders and other remedies
litical motives of the Iowa statesman. ;.itrely clog up the pores. TIZ clean
The insurgent press is now being them out and keeps them clean. It
works right off. You will feet better
supplied with specially prepared articles setting forth Taft's "weak- the very first time It's used. Use it
ness." It is proposed from now on a week and you can forget you ever
on
to publish in all of the insurgent had sore feet. There Is nothing
It. TIZ
can
with
earth
that
compare
newspapers from time to time ''in
25 cents
terviews" with alleged leaders telling tf for sale at all druggists,
from
or
if
you
wish,
box,
direct,
per
all about Taft's "weakness" and why
& Co., Chicago.
he can never be nominated. But the Walter Luther Dodge
m.
trouble is that the insurgents cannot agree among themselves on a
compromise candidate. In the East
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
there is now considerable talk of
Nov. 16. Cattle, receipts
Chicago,
bringing) out Justice Hughes as a
dulL 10 to 25 cents
market
10,000;
candidate. But this does not suit
lower.
Texas
Beeves,
$4.!i09.10;
the insurgents of the West. There
are too many insurgent statesmen in steers, $4.O05.O; western steers,
$4.307.30; stackers .and feeders,
the West who are' "willing to
cows and heifers, $1.90
the nomination" in case there $2.905.7.r;
5.75; calves, $5.508.2S.
is a deadlock.
29,000; market
These furnished "interviews"
are Hogs, to areceipts
shade
steady
higher.
Lights, $5.90
among the first fruits of the antl-Ta6.55; mixed,
heavy,
$6.106.65;
propaganda, having headquarrough, $6.106.30; good
ters in Washington, and in all prob- $0.106.67;
to choice heavy, $6.306.67; pigs,
ability they will be supplemented by
bulk of sales, $6.356.60.
much other material to be published $4.255.90;
28,000; market
Sheep,
receipts
antl-Taft
by the
newspapers of the
to 10 cents lower.
steady
Native,
country.
Although the insurgents
are still fighting among themselves $2.503.75; western, $2.653.70; yearfor leadership they are pretty gen- lings, $3.754.70; lambs, native, $3.15
5.85; western, $3.75 5.75.
erally agreed that without the defeat
of Taft before the nominating conA carload of large size joists for
vention they will never stand a ghost
of a chance for any one of them to the Elks' new club house has arrived.
win. Therefore the first thing to be The joists, which are two inches by
done is to damn Taft right and left i fourteen inches by twenty-fou- r
feet,
and impress the contry with his are to be used on the first floor of
All of which shows the building, and since their arrivsl
"weakness."
pretty conclusively that Taft is not the work of the carpenters can go
so "weak" as they make out. He is pushed forward rapidly.
still strong enougjh to draw the combined Are of the democrats and their
allies, the insurgents. For a "weak" andBackache, Headache, Nervousness
rheumatism, both in men and
candidate, the president is creating women,
mean kidney trouble. Do not
a great deal of consternation among allow it to progress
beyond the reach
of medicine but stop it promptly with
his enemies.
Foley Kidney Pills.
They regulate
Truth often takes the form of the action of the urinary organs.
Tonic In action, quick In results. O.
things we would rather not believe.
O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
any-t!i!n- g

I
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KANSAS MAN HAS
TWO LOVING

u

CREAM

WIVES

BAKING POWDER

BUT HE IS NOT ALTOGETHER
HAPPY AND MAY THROW HIS
TROUBLES INTO PRINT

Greatest aid to home baking

Pittsburg, Kan., Nov. 16. Peter C.
man, is
Pittsburg's "two-wife- "
of
the
to
tell
story
strange
planning
his life In a book. He has seriously
contemplated a stage career, but has
abandoned this for less strenuous

Makes the cake, biscuits and

Sharp,

hot-brea-

of superior flavor

ds

and heallhfulness.

fields.

It will be remembered that Peter
Sharp is the husband of both Ann
Catherine Sharp and Louisa Sharp.
Mr. Sharp believes that the chronicling of the occurrences of his life L
Nowill make interesting reading.
where, he declares, is there a man
will be
who has experienced so many tribu- death in the Chicago flame,
to ORANGE CROP WILL BE
will
be
There
featured.
pictures
lations and so many unsual incidents
as himself. Where, he challenges, is enhance the value of the publication
DELAYED THIS YEAR
there another man who admits he when it is submitted to the public.
the
write
will
himself
he
Whether
possessess two wives?
Pioneer grocer in Iowa, civil war book or whether he will "split" his
author FRUIT EATEN ON THANKSGIVING
veteran, soldier of fortune, traveler, profits with an accredited
WILL BE OF THE CROP
He
determined.
not
has
yet
Sharp
few
a
are
now
orator
an
these
and
OF 1910
the
do
he
said
that
might
recently
of the things to which versatile Mr.
indicate
California
from
deterAdvices
he
Should
himself.
writing
Sharp has turned his attention during
on
y
eaten
the
Thanksgivthat
book
the
oranges
his more or less interesting exist- mine on this course
would
contain considerable ing day this year in the east will be
ence. Just now he is gathering mathe picking o f 1910 and not from
terial for the publication of the story more color than it would if compiled from
1911.
The San Bernardino
of
that
a
hand.
strange
by
of his life.
Sun
All
says:
is
awaiting
anxiously
Pittsburg
The Sharp family broke into the
His
With the orange crop at least three
limelight during the summer, when it the issuance of Sharp's history.
weeks
this
interested
little
has
late, it looked like the wintry
city
v. as learned that Ann Catherine Sharp,
family
in
would
one
east
more
than
forego the luxury of south
thing
any
probably
on
was
her way
believed to be dead,
to this city from Oakland, Calif. It its history. It is so absolutely strange era California's golden product on
bad been 40 years since Sharp last that such conditions could exist in the Thanksgiving dinner tables, but
this enlightened age that the people Fanta Fe officials now state differsaw his wife.
The joy of knowing that his wife, here are prone to consider them ently.
Last year's crop is still lingering,
whom he had believed had perished selves as Identified, in a measure, In
and probably forthe first time in hisin the fire that devastated Chicago all that the Sharps do.
An unusual conditions obtains in tory oranges will be for sale in the
in 1871, really had escaped gave way
to instant gloom, however, when Pittsburg as far as the Sharps are eastern market on Thanksgiving that
are of the season just past.
Sharp realized that he had a second concerned. The local city directory
is
one
of
the
wife's
The Santa Fe is shipping from
those
that
gives
Ixniisa
He
were
wife.
married
and
name after the husband's. Just now three to five cars of oranges a day.
at Girard, Kan., nine years ago.
isLemons are moving in larger quanAttorneys were consulted and they preparations are being made to
had priority sue a new city directory here. The tities, from eight to ten cars of the
advised that Louisa
fruit leaving dally.
rights in the Sharp household so piesent one contains this entry:
915
r
Peter
Santa Fe officials are now gather(Louisa)
"Sharp,
C;
At
lived.
as
his
her husband
leng
North Rouse avenue."
ing data on the size of the coming
death, however, she would be unable
Plttsburgers are wondering If the crop, and the figures reach close to
to get possession of any of his propnew directory will read:,
40,000 cars. There is grave danger,
care
Louisa
said
didn't
But
she
erty.
"Sharp, Peter C; (Louisa and Ann according to officials who have gone
Peter was her husband, just as
over the citrus fruit territory, of a
Catherine) r 915 North Rouse
much as he was Ana Catherine's.
When Ann Catherine reached Pittsheavy loss in the event of frost. With
the crop maturing three weeks late,
burg she was made prefectly at home
I once knew a fellow who actually an early cold spell would catch the
by her rival and her husband, put a
strained relation resulted soon, and ruined his disposition looking after oranges with little sugar, when they
an enmity sprang up. Sharp threat- the prospect of a 75c job but he man- are susceptible to frost more than
later in the season.
ened to build a new home across the aged to get along without It.
street from his modest little cottage
at No. 915 North Rouse avenue,
which Ann Catherine wotH be compelled to occupy, if the women didn't
quit their "fussing."
That was several months ago.
Since that time Ann Catherine has
visited her son, William Sharp, at
99
New Orleans and has returned
to
Pittsburg to live with her husband
and his wife.
The dove of peace roosts in the
Sharp family's tree, apparently, for
there has been no quarreling in the
the little home for a long time. And
Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
Catherine and Louisa are contented
and happy and Sharp is satisfied. He
by
is devotng himself energetically to
the task of preparing his book.
The troubles experienced by Ann
Catherine in locating her husband
during their 40 years' separation will
form an important part of the book
when It is published. And Sharp's
travels up and down the country in
Everyone recognizes
Superiority of these
his never ending hunt for his wife,
brands Even our Competitors
whom he suspected had escaped

Absolutely free from alum and other
Injurious substances.

C.

prob-babl-

Diamond M"
"Old Homestead"
"Boss Patent

The Leading Brands of High Patent Flour

Charles Ilfeld Company
New Mexico's
Largest Wholesalers
the

-

to November 30

Thanksgiving Offerings at Bacharach's
tlJ8
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YOUR CHOICE OF

All Coats, Suits and Dresses
at

72 inch Table Linen
$1.00 all pure Linen Damask, per yard 79c
$1.25 all pure Linen Damask, per yard 89c
$1.50 all pure Lined Damask, per yd. $1.19
$1.75 all pure Linen Damask, per yd. $1.39
$2.00 all pure Linen Damask, per yd. $1.49
$2.25 all pure Linen Damask, per yd. $1.79

I-

- 4 OFF

NOME HELD IN RESERVE

Table Linens, Napkins
64 inch Linen
85c good heavy Linen,
per yard
75c good heavy Linen,
per yard
65c pure Linen
.
.
.
Regular 20 to

.

69c
63c

.

4gc

.

j

24 inch Napkins

$1.00 to $5.50
Your Choice at

,

.g

Qff

I
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1
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ALBUQUERQUE

The Prescrfptlonisf

DESIROUS OF

ALL PRECINCTS REPORT
A

PERSONALS

NOVEMBER

18,

1911
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REAL DRESSER

WITH TWO EXCEPTIONS

Twltchell went to
Santa Fe yesterday afternoon on HfcSULT SHOWS THE
REPUBLI
The man who does the
business.
CANS HAVE WON
SUPREME
weighing, the measuring
Mrs. Secundlno Romero left last
COURT BY SMALL MAJORITY
the man who knows how
night for a visit of several days in
and why the man' on
Santa Fe..
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 16. With but
TRYING HARD TO LAND N. M. E. A.
whom everything depends.
Miss Margaret Calahan left his aft two precincts to be heard from and
SESSION
Our responsibility is never
FOR NEXT YEAR;
ernoon for an extended visit in Spo which are estimated to give a ma
HAS BIG DELEGATION.
lost sight of for a moment
kane, Ore.
jority of 45 for the republican can
in prescription filling. Every
F. J. Martinez came in last night didates upon the state
ticket, the fol
prescription
our
leaving
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 16. At the from Santa Fe on a business trip to lowing majorities were announced
store is faultless from any
opening of the New Mexico Educ- Las Vegas.
this afternoon
by the republican
standpoint that you may
ations association in the Ancient City,
F. L. SchnabeJ, of Albuquerque,
state
central committee: Baca, dem
take. Tou may feel safe
it was discovered that Albuquerque
last night from his home on emtio candidate for lieutenant gov
and sure if we fill your
is already lining up its army of peda- a business trip.
nor.
Lucero, democratic candiprescription.
gogues to get the, convention to the
J, D. Hand was in Santa Fe yes- date for
secretary of state 676; W. G.
Duke City in 1912.
terday on business. He went from Sargent, republican candidate
for
As far as can be ascertained from
vlbuquerque, where he attended the state auditor, 486; Marion, democrat- county, city and town superintendents democratic meeting.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
candidate for treasurer, 767 Clan-y- ,
the Duke City's petition is likely to
Mrs. Murray Carleton came in from
Commencing Wednesday, November
republican candidate for attor
be heard with willing ears by the edu- th(J Carleton ranch at Watrous last
we are going to put on sale
Pboue Main i
ney general, 1,314; White, democrat- 15th,
cators now in the Ancient City.
dresser and chffonier in this
night and joined Mr. Carleton, who is ic candidate for superintendent
of every
store at Strictly Wholesale Prices,
big
Albuquerque, of conrse, lacks some in Las Vegas on business.
public instruction, 406; Ervien, re- r
for 8pot Cash Only.
of the climatic, scenic and romantic
Jose Dario Gutierrez, a prominent
publican candidate for land commis
$7.90 for solid Oak S10 dresser.
advantages of the Ancient City, but sheepman of the lower country, came sioner, 650.
it has good hotels, plenty of room In in yesterday from his ranch and was
$875 for
solid Oak $11 dresser.
The vote upon the candidates for
its theater for holding a convention in Ias Vegas today on business.
$10.65 for a solid Oak $15 dresser.
ustices of the state supreme court,
CONand other advantages
$14.85 for a solid Oak $19.50 dresser.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Brown and son
including a
shows that all of the republican canAnd so on right through the line of
and daughter arrived last night from
"hustling citizenship."
didates have been elected. Wright dressers
Even before the firing of the open- their home in Freseott, la., and will
and chiffoniers.
TRACTORS LOOK
lias a majority over Hanna, dem
ing gun of the convention, the teach- reside in Las Vegas during the com13.
The vote on
ocrat, of only
ers and superintendents are getting ing year.
Loom
Wire
Porcelain
the justices is as follows:
Roband Switches, md all other
down to work.
Gilbert Martinez and Philip Calahan
29.283;
erts,
29,201;
Parker,
Wright.
With the deliberation of legislators, will go to
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
wiring material for sale at
Albuquerque tomorrow 29,158; Hanna, 29J45; Dunn. 29,58;
bed-roc- k
in
whose
rooms
or
council chambers morning lor a visit of several days
prices, for cash.
If we Say It's So, It's So.
28,982.
Write
they met, the county school superin- with Mr. Martinez, an uncle of the Burkhart,
P. G. GOIJGH,
tendents, in the senate chamber, and former.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
the city and town superintendents
W. A. Cameron arrived last
276 So. Main St.
night
New
York, Nov. 16. With the exLos Angeles,
and principals In the hall of repre from his home in El Paso ana was in
Cal.
of a period of uncertainty
Use a 2c stamp and see how much
ception
Las
held conferences
sentanves,
this
Vegas today on business. He is
in
money you can save on your purthe
day, the stock market disearly
morning. A lengthy program had traveling freight agent for the Santa
chase.
a degree of strength during
played
been
Fe
out
for each conference
mapped
railway.
All material now and
the morning which was in decided
it was more or less religiously
F. L. Myers, division
superintend contrast with yesterday's weakness.
atrictly Code Standard. and
Before purchasing elsefollowed.
ent of the Santa Fe, returned yeswere marked up under the
unairman Jonn Milne presided at terday afternoon from a trip to points Stocks
where, (call and get
the meeting of the city and town sn in the northern part of the New Mex- leadership of Union Pacific and the
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
southern
group.
perlntendents. The first speaker was ico division.
Ladies',
Refusal of the court to permit the
Kansas City, Nov. 16. Cattle, re- Superintendent M. H. Brasher
of Ros- Miss Lena Fenton' and her sister,
Misses'
and
Children's
into
tobacco
interests
independent
ceipts 4,000, including 300 southerns; well whose subject was "H6w We Can Miss
Evelyn, who have been in Las tervene in the American Tobacco case
market steady. Native steers, $5.00 Unify
Coats, Suits and Dresses
City Courses of Study In New Vegas several days visiting friends,
to force up the
helped the bull
9.00; southern steers, $4.006.25; Mexico." This afternoon other
papers returned to their ranch at Wagon list. The bears party
centered their efforts
southern cows and heifers, $2.75
will be read and much Interest cen Mound this afternoon.
ALSO
about Lehigh Valley, which yielded
4.50; native cows and heifers, $2.00
ters in that of T. W. Conway, of Ra
A. A. Jones chairman of the demoreadily at first, but on Its recovery
7.00; stockers and feeders, $3 753 ton, who raises the vexed
Blankets,
question, cratic- state central committee, and their operations
were effectual .y
0.75; bulls, $3.505.OO; calves, $4.00
"Should Higher Instruction Dictate E. E. Veeder who went to
Table
Albuquer checked.
Linen, Under7."5; western steers, $4.007.00; west- Courses of Study
in
Our
High que Monday to attend the democratic
Further
advances
were
made
all
ern cows, $3.005.OO.
wear, Gingham. Percale
School?"
to Santa Fe Tuesday through the list in the second htour
ally, went
Hogs,
14,000; market
receipts
Mr. Milne appointed a committee night.
In
but the purchases decreased automateverything in
steady to strong. Bulk of sales $6.10 to prepare a scredule of needed legr
J. J. Cox left this afternoon
for ically as prices went higher. Union
6.45; heavy, $6.406.50; packers islation arid the result of this com- Leavenworth, Kans. Mr. Cox had
dry goods, shoes and
Pacific reached 173. The coal group,
and butchers, $6.256.50; lights, $5.75 mittee's wprk will be looked forward charge of the construction of the
New
of
the heavy accumulation
clothing
Lehigh
to with keen interest by educators.
6.40; pigs, $4.255.00.
three new bridges built for the coun- - Valley, which sold mpre than a point
Store of
market
On the committee are SuperintendiSheep,
receipts, 4,000;
y by the Missouri Valley Bridge and above
had
closing,
yesterday's
s'eady. Muttons, $3.004.00; Iambs, ents Poore of' Carlsbad, chairman.' Iron company.
effect on affiliated
$4.00 6.00; range wethers and .veiOsborn of Clayton; Conway of Raton,
Elmer Fowler, mechanic at the stocks and mere was active
bidding
lings, $3.254.75; range ewes, $100 Brasher of Roswell, and Wood of Whalen garage, returned last nisht.
for the local public utilities. West
3.75.
Santa Fe.
from Vaughn by the way of Albu ern stocks In
general made a good
querque. Mr. Fowler made the Mp showing.
to Vaughn with John English, of
Metal issues responded to the pei- Phone Main 104
Trinidad, in Mr. English's Fal touring sistent buying of United States Steel
car. He reports the roads to bo In and
Amalgamated Copper, both of
fine condition
between here and which were up a point. Bonds were
$100 Reward, $100.
Vaushn.
The readers of this paper will be
steady.
Mrs. W. G. Haydon and children,
Room traders took profits sparingly pleased to learn that there is at
least one dreaded disease that sciOsborn and Virginia, returned yes- and the market was set
back slightly. ence has been able to cure in all its
an
from
extended
visit in Lehigh Valley later was pushed up stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall's
terday
Mr. ' Haydon, presi- to 178
Medford, Ore.
but the general market Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
dent of the board of education of the remained in a state of animation. now known to the medical fraternity.
East side, returned last night from Louisville & Nashville and Atlantic Catarrh being a constitutional disrequires a constitutional treatSanta Fe where he had been attend- Coast Line were absorbed steadily ease,
ment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
ing a meeting of the state board of and showed advances of 4
and internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the syseducation. He met Mrs. Haydon. at 2
respectively. Stocks were sold
thereby destroying the foundaLamy and accompanied her to Las more freely In the afternoon, the re- tem,
tion of the disease, and giving the paVegas.
action from the best figures amount- tient strength by building up the coning to a point in Union Pacific, Read- stitution and assisting nature in doing
work. The proprietors have so
All the territory of the Rocky
Prices im- lis
ing and Lehigh Valley.
much faith in its curative powers
of
influence
The
proved again afterward but the mar- that they offer One Hundred Dollars
Mountain region is no farther
ket appeared to have lost much of for any case that It fails to cure. Send
from you than your telephone
A good breakfast
for list of testimonials.
its snap. The close was firm.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To(Jojonel
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STOP!

E.

AT SCHAEFER'S DRUG STORE
AND GET A BOX OF

KEVIN'S PURITY CANDY
T

HONOR

188

Tl.

BROOCHES AND BELT PINS
VERY

ARTISTIC

tl;

i

at

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

;

JEWELER

ELECTRICAL

U?e

IK

Try an Ad. In The Optics'
"Want Columns"
Rosenthal
r
CHAS. LEWIS

prices

Everything Made at Home.

603 LINCOLN

THE MOUNTAIN STATES

TEL AND TEL

COMPANY

BISHOP

poise-Swing-

ing

along smoothly,
Work becomes a pleasure.

Than we are apt to suppose.
When it is easy to digest
And contains the right kind
Of nourishment,
The healthy brain will

i

mm

(

Grape Nuts
FOOD
--

Contains the true elements

From wheat and barley
Including the phosphates
(Grown in the grain)
Required by Nature in
Rebuilding the tissue cells

OVENS

Broken down by
Daily wear and tear.

The Ideal Sanitary Dairy
PHONE
T. A. AKERS. Mgr

No,

H2

"There's a Reason
Pontum Cereal CoMptoy, Limited
Bank Crack. Mith.

Take Hall's Family Pills for

ft

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
'

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

tf

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to eret what thev want when
they want it.

J

Phone D)ain 2
&

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Surplus

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

SALARIES.
iSan Antonio, Texas, Nov. ' 16. The
National Association of Professional

Baseball clubs today referred thafix-inof a maximum salary to be paid
by clubs in the different classes to
the committee on revision of the constitution with instructions to report.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts expects
to leave tomorrow afternoon
for
Santa Fe where he is scheduled to
make an address before the New Mexico Educational association.
Judge
Roberts spent today In writing su-

preme court opinions.

E. D. Raynolds, cashier of the

M. CUNNINOHAM, President
PRANK SPRINdEK, Vice President

J.

HOSKINS. Carthler

LAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because

First

National bank, left this afternoon for
Albuquerque, from where he will go
to the Raynolds ranch in the southern part of the state.
Mrs. Harry Haskell nd her mother, Mrs. Z. Clay, left this afternoon
for California. They expect to spend
the winter in Los Angeles.

Henry Shaw, accompanied by his
sister. Miss Marjorle, went to Wagon
Mound this afternoon.
..

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.
op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

EM

:

4

Telephone your. Want Ads. to The Optic.

Capital Paid in

TO REVISE

m.

g

Respond to all demands.

STERILIZING

ledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.

the Episcopal residence here today.
Death wag due to heart disease. He
was 61 years old.

Brain and Nerves depend
Much more on food

How Do You Like Your Milk ?

SMITH DEAD.
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 16. Bishop
Alexander Mackay Smith of the Protestant Episcopal diocese of Pennsylvania, and one of the leading churchmen in the country, died suddenly at

te

WILL DOLL BUILDING

Want

Graubarth

Lasts all day.
With body and mind in

Up-to-da-

J

Hoffman &

4

Stylish and

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

Comforts,

at the

r

...

i

on

fact

Tf

'a

TAILOR FOR MEN

SpecialSale

furnish the conversation
we'll do the rest

Hi

OPTICIAN

f

You

L

CHAMPLEVE ENAMEL

cAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,
--

A CHILD

SHALL

LEAD

J5he Optic

waa In Boston.
They were having a "difference."
"After careful cogitation," said he.
"I am firmly convinced that I displayed a deplorable lack of discernment in
choosing you "as the partner of my Joys
onri sorrows.
"You are correct," said she, "and I
am sure that I must have been suf-

fering under a mental aberration to
have given an affirmative answer to
your Impassioned pleading."
"I have realized," said Bartholomew,
progeny, as he stepped
the
from the nursery, "I have realized for
several years that my parental affiliations were uncongenial, I might almost say distasteful. But I have deem
ed it my duty to continue as tne tie
that binds.' Now I must insist that
unless you show to each other the
courtesies due my Immediate ancestors I shall be forced to repudiate my
relationship."
They embraced. Again a little child
had won. Brooklyn Life.

16,

1911.

Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Is hereby "given to whom it
Notice
t
whom
to
Is
herehv riven
VaHm
concern
that the following dede
may
the
concern
that
following
may
was taken up by
animal
scribed
estray
scribed estray animal was taken up by
N. M.
La
R.
Plata,
J.
Hartley.
M.
N.
A. D. Allen, Cttbero,
3 years old.
red
steer,
One
One sorrel pony mare,
Branded
about 6 years old.
On right ribs
Branded

THEM."

It

NOVEMBER

RES F AURA

THE LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND

THE

N

UUL"n

rRTATNABLE

nr"T

TAN
ALWAYS

0

CAFt
HANDLED

To-wl- t:

To-wi- t:

WANT
COLUMN

On

I

right hip
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 30 1911, said date being 10
addays after last appearance oi this
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

SOCIETY

AND

Ear marks
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10

CHAPMAN

LODGE

BUSINESS!

D1BECT0BY

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Visiting
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially Invited. Geo
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

NO. 2, A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS

comA. M. Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.

days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas.
owner when found.
Sporleder, Secretary.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M
NO.
1st pub. Oct. 27, last pub. Nov. 7, 1911. LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY,

U.
CLASSIFIED ADVER
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
TISEMENTS
..TiO. 804. Meets second and fourth
Flvs :ont per line each Insertion
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
2,
.atlmaw six' ordinary words to
corN. M
Albuquerque,
building. Visiting members are
ins. No ad to occupy less ipace than 1st
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR-Reg-OT,- ular
R. Tipton, G. K.;
W.
invited.
pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, '11.
dially
All advertisements charg
two Unas.
conclave second
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
Estray Advertisement
Ma
at
d will be booked at space actually
month
in each
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
of
u.
number
to
iet without regard
at 7:30 p. m. C.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Believes It Should Be Patronized.
Estray Advertisement
may concern that the following de sonic Temple
Cash In advance preferred.
vords
Sun-gaChas. Tamme, re
S.
last
to
church
I
C;
it
went
Boucher,
whom
to
"Yes, sir,
Meet in the forest of brotherly
Notice is hereby given
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
and I'm goln" again."
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

"Empress

the answer to

MAN

Problem.
every Bakirvg
er

It's Firer-Whitarvd More Urviforrrv
Made by LARABEES

Famous

Al-Lr-

A

plain-spoke-

GERMAN

PROCESS.

ROGERS' SILVERWARE
IN EVERY

COUPON

sand-blow-

to-da- y

FLOUR

SACK.

Co.

Gross, Kelly

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

National

n

Fabric
Best Rubber Collar and Cuff
All Styles.

semi-tropic-

y

At

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to IS In
Front2M.
Back IK In.

--

al? "

Front

Distributors

Back

to IBftlM.
I

IX In.
A la

RETAIL PRICES

i

Inf

rim r.oc

Sizes

2900

or Mora, Each Delivery
Ifca, Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
Each Delivery
60 ibe. to 200 I be
Lee Than 80 lbs., Each Delivery

lb,

1,000 lbs.

to 2,000

20o per lOf lb
t8e per 100 lbs
Me per 100 lb
40c per 100 lea
60c per 100 Ibe

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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LA 8 VEGAS
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LOCAL NEWS
ABOUT
Always

antee:

ripe

to-

It contains no artificial color and to made by a new

ing with no other metal

own.

Wct

Coming in

while

full-

est extent the natural flavor and color of the tomato.

Reid, Murdoch

Gold fish at Murphey's drug store,
15c, 20c and 25c each.

Schoonmaker is local agent
for the Northewestern Mutual Life Insurance company.
R.

B.

cook-

than silver, thus retaining to the

Gold fish and aquariums for sale at
Murphey's Drug Store.
Dr. F. P. Ettling left this afternoon
for Wagon Mound on a short business
trip.

Co.

A

the best at Nolettes

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

and of which you will find on each bottle the following guarWe guarantee Monarch Catsup to be made from fresh,

get

barber shop.

TOMATO CATSUP

process absolutely our

Medium Size Bottle 20c
Large Size Bottle 30c

IKE DAVIS J

G. C. Abercomie arrived this afternoon from his home at Antonchico,
on business.

Be sure to see the laugh producers,
"Mutt and Jeff" at the New Imp
Theater, tonight

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrillos

COAL AMD WOOD
WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all sizes

Qm yfm

Sawed Wood and Kindling

Steam Coal

j""'

G ON O ON

ESTABLISHED

I

H 7

The

First National

Bank

OF

First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
-

-

Cashier

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

9i4)
Our Pride Flour

20

8ee the soul stirring picture "The
Francisco L. Gonxales, aged 25 and
full of action. New Imp
Carolina
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aged 17, were
.
Theater, tonight
license to wed yeterdy.l
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A li
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Speaking on the subject 'The Glory
gan on Sunday and will end on Sun
of
God as Manifested in the Heav
have
will
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the people
In
day.
C. Anderson, pastor of
the opportunity to attend church o" ens," Rev. E.
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First
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church, will adsd
times. They had better take
of Congregation
members
dress
the
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as
the
of,
opportunity,
vantage
tomorrow
Montefiore
evening. The
calendar fiend says they will not
are
of
members
the
congregation
fu
in
109
the
so blessed, for
years
looking forward to a profitable and
ture.
interesting service. Mrs. R. C. Ran
Arrnnffpmenta for an art exhibit OB kin, George Smith and Mrs. Charles
will have
charge of the
Friday afternoon in the picture depart-- ' O'Malley
ment of the Lab Vegas Undertaking musical features of the service, the
to Santa
company have been made and on that regular choir having gone
Fe
to
the
educational
attend
meeting
Kansas
of
O.
Goodner
Mrs.
occasion
to
The public is cordiaflly invited
City will show some of her fine oil
Anderson and listen to the
Rev.
hear
water
of
her
number
and
paintings
colors. Mrs Goodner is a student splendid music.
of the Bchnmfker school at St. Louis
Word was received today to the
and is a capable artist. Her painteffect that W. B. Martin, Jr., the
Her
beautiful.
to
are
said
be
ings
work tos been exhibited in St. Louis, Kansas City land man, was badly In
Denver Kansas City and other cities, jured in a collision between the Mar
and ehe ha received the highest com- tin touring car and a wagon a short
mendation for all of her work by the distance from Creston, Ja. several
critics of othose places. The exhibit days ago. A number of other people
will be open to the public from 1 to 4 in the party were severely shaken
o'clo;k 3aturtr.y afternoon, Avhich up. Mr. Martin was driving the big
and hit the team square
will give th.3 lovers of art in Las Ve- touring-ca- r
of the horses and se
both
u
ly,
a
view
killing
chance
Mrs.
Goodner's
gas
work.
riously injuring the occupants of the
vehicle. Though the occupants of
At 3:30 o'clock this afternoon at the machine were thrown out of the
St. Micahel's college grounds in San- auto they escaped with a good shak
ta Fe the gridiron warriors from Las ing up. Others in the party were
Vegas and those from the University Mr. Martin's two brothers and Ed
of New Mexico at Albuquerque were Ricedorf of Greenfield, la. Mr. Marbattling with the pigskin before tin's arm was broken.
teachers from all sections of the
state and many of the citizens of
the Ancient City. At the request ot FREIGHT OFFICIALS
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, in whose
hands the arrangements for the game
UNDER INDICTMENT
were placed, the merchants of Santa
Fe closed their doors this afternoon
that they and their employes might FEDERAL GRAND JURY CHARGES
witness a real live struggle on the
THAT REBATES HAVE BEEN
football field. It looked for a short
GIVEN TO SHIPPERS.
time yesterday afternoon as though
the game would be called off, but 4i
New York, Nov. 16. Thirteen in
minutes before train time Instruc- dictments were returned this after
tions for the Normal boys to come noon by the federal grand jury, which
to Santa Fe' were received and had been investigating charges of rethough the notice was short they all bating against several railway freight
piled off for the Capital City with officials and members of firms here
light hearts and confident of giving and in Chicago. The inquiry has
the varsity team a run for its money been conducted with unusual secrecy.
The Normal team lined up as In the All of the Indictments are similar ex
game with the Albuquferdue Highs cept as to the details of the particuexcept that A. Cpmstodt replaced lar transaction and contain, in all, 45
Sena at guard. The lrae-ulooked counts. The alleged rebating was on
like a winner. The University boys shipments of merchandise between
were confident of victory for though this city and Chicago.
liphter than the Las VegaB team they
NOTICE TO TAX PAYERS
have had the experience. Either
The first half of your taxes of A.
way the game goes it will not be
D. 1911, will become delinquent on
a walk-awaDecember 1st, 1911, and If not paid
Most realistic fire scene shown in before January 1st, 1912, a penalty
pathetic drama, "Two Little Girls," of five per cent will be imposed.
at New Imp Theater, tonight.
The second half of taxes of A, D.
1911, will become delinquent on June
1st, 1912 and if not paid before July
1st, 1912, a penalty of five per cent
will be imposed on all taxes of that
year that may be delinquent on July

DISCOUNT

Yesterday,

Novenvber

marked

15,

Those Dutch
Tea Rusks

Shorts

The famous milk and egg

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Roller Mills
r

Phone Main 131

toast

Notice the package
window.

in our

JUST RECEIVED AT
The Graaf & Hayvvard Co.

5tore

a nice assortment of cheese, viz:

H.

Stearns

PURE THINGS

TO

EAT

For 4 Days

Nov. 15. 16. 17.

80 per cent of

This means all our new

Ederheimer Stein & Co.
Fall goods! jf or boys and
children.

This

Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., Novem
her 14. 1911.

blueing, coal costs 75c more,

Treasurer and

$1.75

We do

a week.

the work better tor less money.
Here

are some

of

our

MILWAUKEE

tan'have a'twenty candle
power lamp burn' forty hours

It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No odorNo dirty hands No
chimneys to Clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light and
Power Co.

JUST RECEIVED FROM
THE MILLS

Columbia Wool
Fibre Rugs
ON OUR RACK
READY TO BE SHOWN

9 ft. x 12 ft. Wool Fibre Rugs $10.00
9 ft. x 10 ft. 6 in. Wool Fibre Rugs $9.00
9 ft. x 9 ft. Wool Fibre Rugs $7.50
The Best Rugs Ever Sold at the Price

J. C. Johnsen & Son
"Complete Home Furnishers"

Rams For Sale

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams

EUGENIO ROMERO,
Collector, San Miguel
County, N. M.
Nov. 15 to 30 inc.

These rams ate specially bred for range purposes and by one

of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
ourranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains

stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,

prices:

J. P. Van Houten

Something New
'Way-kuk-

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617

Douglas

t

LIMBERGER

Co.

Shoemaker, N. M.

"

Cooking Bags

If it may be termed a science

Pre vents waste, avoids
use of kettles and pans and
eliminates drudgery in the
kitchen.

The
Science of
Selling

The only paper Cooking

Farms

aqd Baking Bag for the
American method of cook-

The Chrysanthemum Season
Will Soon Be Over

BRICK

QREENBE RGER

you

low

Sheets, 4c; pillow
cases, 2c; towels, lc; napkins,
lc; rags, lc. Call us up, or ask
the driver.

YJBAflOOj)

For Eighteen Cents

Bag

IMPORTED SWEITZER

lasts 4 days only
M.

law.

her dinner, your soap, starch,

8L

its value.

Immediately after taxes become
delinquent, penalties will be imposed
and publication as delinquent made
and consequent sale, as required by

Your washwoman costs you $1,

18

Overcoat at

1, 1912.

For You

(SL

We will give you any
Boy's or Child's Suit or

p

DE BRIE

FROMAGE DE CAM EM BERT

Childrens

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

1

15c, 2 for 25c

D4,QD'fr(&K94KS,f,4S4',rt8),,5)4,)),Wff)V4,&

Boys and

d

this is

No preparation necessary.
Ready for immediate use. A
most delicious and nourishing food.

...ON...

Gre-pori- o

del-ve-

Money Saved

Bran

NEUFCHATEL,
FROMAGE

Felipe Quintana, who was arrested
several days ago on the charge of assault with intent to kill, has been
placed under a six months' peace
bond of $200 and given a suspended
fine of $50.
Manuel Hernandez
brought the charge against Quintana
and claimed that Quintana chased
him with a knife in his hand
and threatened to kill him. Dolores
Jaramillo, Juan Salaz and Douglas
Barkup were witnesses to the affair,
which occurred at the Hot Springs,
and verified Hernandez's statement

Gold fish at Murphey's drug store,
15c, 20c and 25c each.

Chop

Las Vegas

For Sale Five room house with
bath and five outbuildings. Three lots.
Everything in good condition. $1,300,
a sacrifice. Easy terms. Investigate.
835 Railroad avenue.

may have been rewarded for their efforts, the sportsmen of the Meadow
City assert the season was a failure.
Numerous parties went into the
mountains north of Las Vegas, others
went south but all returned with the
same tale. They saw deer tracks
and some even got a Bhot at one of
them (of course, they meant the
tracks) but, being unlucky, returned
home with long faces and empty
handed. However, Game Warden
Gable of Santa Fe sends words of
comfort to them for he says that they
did es well as the huntsmen in the
other parts of the state.
Though
many have gone in search of venison
he says that he does not consider
the deer population of the forest of
the state decreased to any great

Las Vegas, New Mexico

E. D. RAYNOLDS,

Gold fish at Murphey's drug store,
25c each.
15c, 20c

the end of the deer season of 1911
and though hunters in other sections

-

Murphey's Drug Store.

Angel,'

OUR MONARCH BRAND

matoes.

The management of New Imp
Theater expect to receive their large
new tense and opera chairs, shortly.

at

Gold fish and aquariums for gale

16, 1911.

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class, in the southwest use the

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

ing.

Price 25 cents

EDAM

Make the most of them while they are here, for when
when they are gone there is nothing to take their place

ROQUEFORT

PINEAPPLE

also afresh lot of Dried Fruits, Buckwheat Flour
and Cider

507 Sitib

Si PERRY ONION

&

SONlH.

4b2

Subscribe for The Optic

at

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

I

Winners Optic Classified Ads.

